
Finishing Touches 

Weekly Report 31 - 04/29/19 to 05/05/19 

This past week was extremely productive towards finishing the last few large portions of 
the brochure and case study. During the week I was able to complete a majority of the brochure, 
including most of the design, the written portions, and the organizational structure. Furthermore, 
the case study formatting is finished. Other than adding the works cited page and some additional 
resource links, the case study was completed. Aside from final product progress, this past week 
was focused on finalizing my presentation for Final Presentation Night. One additional slide was 
added to include a visual for the conclusion on plans for next year and the organization of the 
presentation has been finalized after completing the middle school practice presentation. This 
was very beneficial because I could learn from my mistakes and improve my presentation before 
next Friday.  

This coming week will be very focused on finishing the final touches to my final product 
and preparing for next week. The main focus will be on completing my brochure quickly with an 
emphasis on providing resources and additional information for attorneys to look through on the 
back cover. Once this is complete, I will be spending a large portion of time on the case study to 
make sure everything is grammatically correct and includes all information needed to show the 
impact of mental illness on defendants. I do have an additional article on funding to read and 
annotate before I can include this information in the funding section of my study but, other than 
that, the research and writing portions of my study are complete. Hopefully that even with AP 
testing this week and next week a sufficient amount of time will be spent to ensure the project is 
completed and done well. 


